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This internationally acclaimed novel is the fictional monologue
of Hendrickje Stoffels, Rembrandt's last mistress. It combines
all the qualities of a naturalist tragedy, historical novel and
exposition of seventeenth-century Dutch society. Matton has
researched not only Rembrandt's life and works, but also
contemporary Amsterdam and the Black Death to provide an
intriguing, intimate and privileged view into the painter's life.
Above all, this is Hendrickje's story. A sensitive innocent, she
escapes the harsh realities of her garrison home-town to
become a servant in Rembrandt's household. She soon
becomes his lover and closest confidante, filling the void in his
life resulting from the death of his wife and two of their
children. 'Reborn at twenty' in Rembrandt's studio, enlightened
by the positive values of beauty, truth, love and art, Hendrickje
is fated to discover the hypocrisy and fickleness of Amsterdam
society, which ostracises her and precipitates Rembrandt's
final collapse. In a serene, sensuous style of writing, Matton
paints a powerful fictional portrait of this impassioned
relationship in the fascinating context of a turbulent era of
Dutch history.
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O len Mills
An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well
worth looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Ana hi Hea ney
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